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To the Student
In FOCUS on Understanding Sequence, Book E, you will read passages and answer
questions. You will practise using the reading strategy called Understanding Sequence.
You will learn about the strategy on the Learn About pages. You will see a sample
passage, sample questions and sample answer choices on the Lesson Preview pages.
Then you will practise using the strategy in twenty lessons.
Each lesson has a passage and five questions. After you finish reading the passage,
answer the five questions. For the first four questions, fill in the correct answers on the
Answer Form on page 53. Or, you may fill in the correct answers directly on the page.
For the fifth question, write the answer on the lines provided on the page. Fill in the
circle on the Answer Form to show that you have completed the fifth question.
Use the Tracking Chart on page 47 to show when you have finished each lesson
and to show the number of questions that you answered correctly. After each group of
five lessons, you will complete a self-assessment to see how you are doing.
So . . . FOCUS and enjoy!
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Learn About
Understanding Sequence

Sequence is the order in which things happen or the order in which things are done.
Often when you read, something happens first. Then something else happens next.
Then another thing happens and so on.

Read this passage to find out what Jack did first, second, and so on.

I wanted to make something special – and
fast – for my grandmother’s birthday. Her 70th
birthday is today, but she lives on the other
side of the country. I had a great idea!
First, I used colourful textas to write a
message on cardboard. Second, I borrowed my
mother’s digital camera to take a photo of the
message. Then I emailed the photo to my
grandmother.
Finally, I’m waiting here to find out how my
grandmother liked her surprise.

I wrote a
message.
(This is the first
thing Jack did.)

I borrowed my
mother’s camera to
take a photo of the
message.
(This is the second
thing Jack did.)

1

2

I emailed the photo
to my grandmother.
(This is the next
thing Jack did.)

3

I’m waiting to find
out how my
grandmother liked
her surprise.
(This is the fourth
and final thing.)

4

The boxes above show the order in which Jack did things.
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To understand the sequence in a passage, think about what happens or what is done
first, second, third, fourth, and so on.
Clue words such as first, second, next, then, last, finally,
before and after may tell the order in which things happen.

In the paragraph about Jack, the clue word first is used to tell about what the
young man did first. What other clue words tell about the sequence of events in the
paragraph? The clue words second, then and finally are used.
Words that show time may also tell the sequence. Such words can tell the time of
day, the day of the week, the month, the year, the season, and so on. Some time
words are noon, Tuesday, February, 1977, in the 1700s, winter and morning. For
example: The artist was born in 1957. In March of 1977, at the young age of 20, she
won her first award. The following year, she won her second award. Despite the
awards, however, her art did not sell well. It wasn’t until 1987 that she had her big
break. Her art was seen on a popular television show.
Numbers (1, 2, 3, and so on) are often used to show the sequence of steps in a set
of directions, such as in a recipe or the rules for a game.
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If you don’t see clue words, you can still figure out the sequence in a passage. Just
ask yourself what happens or what is done first, next and so on.

Comparing is finding how things are alike. Contrasting
is finding how things are different.
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Preview

Read this sample passage about city
geese. As you read, pay attention to
the order in which things happen.
Look for clue words.

City Geese
Long ago, most Canada geese migrated – that
is, they lived in Canada in the summer and flew
south to warmer places in the winter. This is
because Canada is the northern hemisphere. If
they lived in Australia, which is in the southern
hemisphere, they would fly north to warmer
places! Today, however, many Canada geese do
not migrate. They live in or near cities all year
round. In the spring, pairs of city geese find a
safe place to build a nest. For a month, the
female sits on the eggs, while the male stands
guard. Then one day, all the eggs hatch within a
few hours of each other. By the second day, the
baby geese can feed, drink and swim on their
own. Because the city
is the babies’ home,
they will return here
year after year to nest.

In the summer, something interesting
happens. Geese don’t fly overhead and they
don’t honk. In summer, geese lose their flight
feathers and, for five or six weeks, they cannot fly.
It is not known why geese don’t honk during
this period. Perhaps they don’t want to call
attention to themselves, since they cannot fly.
In autumn, several geese families fly together
to nearby lakes, rivers or paddocks, where they
can find winter grass to eat. In the winter, the
city geese are joined by geese that still migrate.
More and more, these geese gather in the safety
of the city for the winter. When the weather
warms up a bit, these birds will fly back to where
they came from. However, the city geese will
again begin building nests nearby.

1. In the article, which of these happens
in the yearly cycle after goose eggs
hatch?

2. The boxes tell about some of the events
described in the article.
In the spring,
geese build nests.

 The goose pair finds a safe place to
build a nest.
 The male goose stands guard.
 The female goose sits on the eggs for a
month.
 The goose family will fly to a place
that has winter grass.
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In autumn, geese
fly to nearby lakes,
rivers or paddocks.

2

3

Which of these belongs in box 2?
 In the winter, migrating geese gather in
the safety of the city.
 In the summer, geese lose their flight
feathers.
 When the weather warms up a bit,
migrating geese return to where they
came from.
 The city geese will migrate.
4
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Look at the answer choices for each question.
Read why each answer choice is correct or
not correct.

1. In the article, which of these happens
in the yearly cycle after goose eggs
hatch?

2. The boxes tell about some of the events
described in the article.
In the spring,
geese build
nests.

 The goose pair finds a safe place to
build a nest.
This answer is not correct. The goose
pair finds a safe place to build a nest
before the female lays the eggs and the
eggs hatch.

1

In autumn, geese
fly to nearby lakes,
rivers or
paddocks..

2

3

Which of these belongs in box 2?
 In the summer, migrating geese gather
in the safety of the city.

 The male goose stands guard.
This answer is not correct. The male
goose stands guard after the female
has laid the eggs but before the eggs
hatch.

This answer is not correct because
though migrating geese do gather in
the city in winter, they do not do this
after spring and before autumn.
● In the summer, geese lose their flight
feathers.

 The female goose sits on the eggs for
a month.

This answer is correct because the
article says that geese lose their flight
feathers and do not fly or honk for five
or six weeks in the summer. Summer
comes after spring and before autumn.
 When the weather warms up a bit,
migrating geese return to where they
came from.

This answer is not correct because the
article says that the female sits on the
eggs for a month before the eggs hatch.

● The goose family will fly to a place
that has winter grass.
This answer is correct because the
article says that geese fly to a place
that has winter grass in the autumn,
after the goose eggs have hatched in
the spring.

This answer is not correct because it
describes something that happens at
the end of winter, not between spring
and autumn.
 The city geese will migrate.
The answer is incorrect because city
geese do not migrate.
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